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SYNOPSIS

Axel, Jonathan and Ana live together in a house that seems like a bunker in a post-catastrophic
world. Outside is a threatening landscape, seen only as a background from the terrace of their
house. Once they were a perfect love triangle, with strong bonds of friendship, but today nothing
is left of it. Ana is with Jonathan and Axel is alone, bit by bit tattooing his body with flies, completely covering it with flies. Their old relationship cannot be recovered, the wounds run too deep.
To escape from this hell, Ana has invented “the therapy room,” a small room where they record
their confessions on a video camera. Each one of them speaks to an imagined other and records
it, though really Jonathan just sits alone in the room in silence to please Ana. Axel, on the other
hand, only goes there to open a secret box that contains the tapes recorded by Ana.
But everything changes when Axel and Jonathan go out on an expedition in search of provisions and return to the house with a zombie that they call Pythagoras. The creature, with an
expressionless face, stares out at nothing, at a fixed point in space, like a lobotomized patient.
Pythagoras’ presence disturbs the others who begin to imagine an invisible presence in the
room, exactly at the point where his gaze seems fixed. Perhaps that is why –or maybe it is because they need a cathartic element– they begin to beat him often, while he feels nothing of the
torture, and the vicious circle of catharsis and guilt closes in more and more. Meanwhile Axel
moves dangerously close to Ana, pushed on by Jonathan, as Ana gives into Axel’s desire in a
desperate attempt to stop the free fall of their house.

DIRECTOR´S STATEMENT

In Jean Paul Sartre’s “No exit”, three characters find themselves in hell and discovering, little by
little, that “hell is other people”, or rather than this, that hell consists in the lack of acknowledgement of others, such as the play suggests by the absence of mirrors. Because of a lack of immediate and essentially emotional answer, the characters end up back in hell, where the identity
of each of them experiences a destructive process. In The dessert, Ana, Axel and Jonathan are
also going through this process of decomposition. They are not stereotypes, carriers of a single
wish; they are complex, ambiguous characters, who constantly disappoint us. It’s precisely this
ambiguity which creates that intimate hell, where the bodies intersect but never collide, as if they
feared the encounter with each other. That bunker-house is settled within a time that’s separated
from the human syntagma. I had particular interest in creating this suspended and breached
time with a slow motion camera, with a frustrated encounter between Axel and Ana, with tied
down characters, spinning over themselves. Ana, Axel and Jonathan have crossed the barrier of
suffering and, during the course of the film, they suffer in their own bodies the real impossibility
of finding themselves. Violence arises from that impossibility.
However, that desert in which the characters roam like zombies in a continuous present, has not
always been this way. A bit of the history of this triangle is revived in the film by means of the
tapes that the characters record. It is Axel who makes the past return to the story, and with it, the
idea of love. The flashbacks, these virtual fragments of the past, acquire in the film all the power
of the present, and update the drama of something that never happened. There is something
about that real virtuality of the past, about what
was never said and, nevertheless, comes to light,
that keeps undermining the ground of the present and turning it into a battlefield.
The movie pictures that final phase, that final
death rattle of a complex relationship. Many times I have wondered whether these characters
were not choosing to stay, somehow, agonizing,
crashing like flies against an imaginary glass. As
a director, I was interested from the start in the
idea of three bodies confined in a limited space.
To what extent the enemy is outside, and in which
way the limits of the prohibited create the bodies
of desire. During the process of the movie I discovered that, in a post-apocalyptic world, love
might be the last resource.
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Subterránea Films was created in 2002 as an independent production company specialized in
art house and documentary films. Until the day, Subterránea produced and co-produced more
than 10 feature films, TV documentaries and several other audiovisual projects, with the support
from public funds, television channels and private sponsors.
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